General
1. Participation in all events is voluntary
2. If exhibitor or family is not comfortable participating they should contact the Extension Office regarding accommodations
3. Masks will be worn during check-in & consultation judging inside North & South Fair Buildings
   a. Masks must be worn for consultative judging
   b. Exhibitors that do not want to wear a mask cannot participate in consultative judging
      • Feedback will be provided via comment card once judging is complete

Specific to Different Divisions
Pre-Fair Judging, July 17th
1. Judging will be limited to immediate family only. Suggestion is one adult per household in attendance.
2. Check-in through the south doors in Alma Elementary School
3. Masks will be required to be worn while in the School. Fashion Revue and King & Queen participants may remove them during their judging slot or interview.
4. Temperature checks will be administered upon arrival

Foods
1. No consultative judging will be offered
   a. Exhibitors will drop-off foods items to be judged and will receive a comment card with their comments at pick up
   b. Pick up will start at 4:00pm after judging
      • A schedule will be sent out for pickup times to eliminate congestion at pick up

King & Queen Crowning & Fashion Revue Showcase
1. Masks will be required to be worn while in the school.
2. Participants and candidates will be able to remove their mask for their modeling portion and for the King & Queen crowning.

Parade Floats
1. Parade floats must allow for 6 foot social distancing OR participants must walk to maintain physical distancing
2. Masks are recommended if 6 foot social distancing cannot be maintained
3. Items (candy, etc.) will not be allowed to be thrown from floats
4. Floats not wishing to participate in the parade due to health concerns will still be judged
Concession Stand

General
1. Extension Staff & Food Stand Managers will partner on following tasks
   a. Creation of menu
   b. Ordering/Picking up of products & supplies

Public
1. Seating will not be provided inside
2. Customers will enter the west door, place their order and wait outside for delivery.
3. Tables will block off food service area
   a. Orders & payment will be taken at the door
      • X’s will be placed on the floor every 6 feet
4. Restrooms will be open to the public
   a. Public may enter through the west door of the concession stand

Concession Stand: Volunteers
1. Masks are required for workers and managers
2. Gloves are required for all food handling
   a. Must change with contamination
3. Shift changes:
   a. Transition will be overseen by food stand managers
      • Handwashing upon entering food area
      • Station assignments made
4. Stations will be chosen at the beginning of each shift for the entire shift
   a. One adult will be at the grill
   b. One adult will be at the hot food station
   c. One adult will take money
   d. One youth will be the runner (pop, cookies, candy, etc)
   e. One youth will deliver food
5. No food will be provided by the clubs/families
6. Condiments will be pre-packaged and given with each order

Animal Shows

Dog
1. Animals must be crated at least 6 feet apart
2. Maintain at least 6 feet between participants throughout entire show
3. Masks are recommended but not required

Pets
1. Masks must be worn to consult with the judge.
2. If exhibitors do not want to wear a mask they can create a poster to exhibit in the Pet Poster Contest
3. Rabbits will not be allowed to exhibit in the Pets category this year due to Rabbit Hemorrhagic Fever
**Poultry**

1. Pullorum-Typhoid Testing will be waived due to antigen shortages.
2. Poultry need to have a cage in between each family group.

**Rabbits**

1. Animals will not be allowed on premises due to Rabbit Hemorrhagic Fever concerns
2. Showmanship classes will be judged virtually (Flip Grid) and in person
   - a. Exhibitors will consult with the judge without their rabbits
3. Exhibitors are encouraged to also submit educational posters and/or notebooks about their rabbits

**Horse**

**Animal Health**

1. Vesicular Stomatitis Virus Precautions
   - a. Horses will be inspected on the trailer at all horse practices and the morning of the show for signs of lesions or ulcers. A veterinarian will be on site during the horse show.
   - b. Horses will remain at the trailer unless in the class and will only be “held” next to horses from the same household or ranch.
   - c. There will be no communal water available and participants will be discouraged from sharing buckets, hay nets, tack and equipment.
   - d. Fly spray for all horses will be strongly encouraged.
   - e. Notices about VSV will be posted on horse group Facebook page to keep members informed about restricted counties by e-mail. KSDA notices with reminders of best practices will be given out with check-in packets.
2. Animal Stalling
   - a. Animals not in use remain at the trailer
   - b. Exhibitors will not be allowed to show from the barns – show off trailers only
   - c. Horses should remain at the trailer until they are called to the arena for their class
3. Staging classes
   - a. Classes will be lined up with a minimum of 6 feet between horses
   - b. Classes requiring pattern work – horses will enter and complete the pattern one at a time and exit the arena upon completion
   - c. A volunteer will run the gate to allow horses to enter or exit the arena
4. Class size and spacing
   - a. Class size will be limited to 10 contestants in the ring at one time
   - b. All horses will be spaced at a minimum of 6 feet apart (1 full horse length)
   - c. The judge will provide feedback by microphone or megaphone to reduce contact with contestants
   - d. Classes requiring pattern work – horses will enter and complete the pattern one at a time
     - • Showmanship will be: enter, pattern, set up for the judge for evaluation and exit to improve flow of the show and reduce contestant interaction. The judge will have a rubric for each contestant to provide feedback and determine overall age division and Champion and Reserve showman
5. A designated ring steward will wear a mask and will be the only person to touch prizes, wipe down trail equipment and handle participants “flags” for flag race

**Exhibitor Health**

1. Face covering
   - a. Surgical face masks will be available onsite for exhibitors
   - b. Cloth masks or surgical masks are recommended
   - c. Exhibitors will not be penalized for exhibiting while wearing a mask
   - d. Bandanas have been donated for exhibitors to wear during classes – optional
2. Announcing Shows  
   a. Show announcer will announce current class and next class in the ring to reduce crowding at the gate  
      i. Announcer will call the 4-H members by first name and club for that class  
      ii. As the current class enters the ring, the announcer will call the next class to reduce “hanging out” ringside waiting for classes  
      iii. Classes posted on Facebook event page the night before the show  
   b. Families are encouraged to use the Facebook live stream from home or trailers.

Livestock Shows
*Beef, Bucket Calves, Swine, Sheep, Goats*

Animal Health
1. Check In & Weigh In  
   a. Vet Check  
      - Vet checks will be completed as animals check in/weigh-in  
      - Animals will only be allowed on premises during pre-set check in times  
   b. Exhibitors are allowed to show and go, or stall their animals at the fair for the duration of the fair
2. Stalling Animals  
   a. Exhibitors will be allowed to show from the barns or from their trailers  
   b. Fitting and grooming of animals will not be allowed in barn alleyways
3. Staging Classes  
   a. Fans will be on in barns to increase airflow through barns
4. Class size and spacing  
   a. Class size will be limited to 10 contestants in the ring at a time  
   b. Cattle, sheep and goats will be placed with at least 6 feet spacing between contestants
5. Sale  
   a. A Live sale will be held  
   b. Animals going to slaughter (using Fair Board provided transport) will remain at the Fair Grounds after the sale for transport the following day

Exhibitor Health
1. Face covering  
   a. Cloth masks or surgical masks are recommended  
   b. Surgical face masks will be available onsite for exhibitors  
   c. Exhibitors will not be penalized for exhibiting while wearing a mask

Spectator Health
1. Face covering  
   a. Cloth masks or surgical masks are recommended  
   b. Surgical face masks will be available onsite for family members
2. Broadcasting shows  
   a. Shows will be broadcast via Facebook live on the Wab Co Extension Facebook page  
   b. Livestream will include what class is in the ring, what class is on deck, what class is in the hole to reduce people from coming to check what class is on  
   c. Classes posted on 4-H Facebook event page  
   d. Only exhibitors first name and club will be announced